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Abstract 
A directed acyclic network with nonnegative integer arc lengths is called balanced if any two 
paths with common endpoints have equal lengths. In the buffer assignment problem such 
a network is given, and the goal is to balance it by increasing arc lengths by integer amounts 
(called buffers), so that the sum of the amounts added is minimal. This problem arises in VLSI 
design, and was recently shown to be polynomial for rooted networks. Here we give simple 
procedures which solve several generalizations of this problem in strongly polynomial time, 
using ideas from network flow theory. In particular, we solve a weighted version of the problem, 
extend the results to nonrooted networks, and allow upper bounds on buffers. We also give 
a strongly polynomial algorithm for solving the min-max buffer assignment problem, based on 
a strong proximity result between fractional and integer balanced solutions. Finally, we show 
that the problem of balancing a network while minimizing the number of arcs with positive 
buffers is NP-hard. 
1. Introduction 
The buffer assignment problem can be stated as follows: Given a directed acyclic 
graph with integer costs associated to the arcs, find additional integer arc costs so that 
the sums of arc costs along any two paths with common endpoints are equal, and the 
total sum of the costs added is minimum. 
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The problem arises in VLSI design of special-purpose parallel machines, when one 
wishes to transform a data flow machine [7] into a systolic machine [9,15]. In both 
architectures a network of processors is set up, and the computational task is 
decomposed into smaller tasks to be performed by the individual processors. The 
processors’ network is modeled by a graph, where vertices correspond to processors 
and arcs indicate the flow of data in the network. The computation time of each 
processor is indicated by a length (or cost) attached to all the arcs emanating from its 
vertex. If for each vertex all inputs of the same computation arrive simultaneously, 
then we say that the network is balanced. Balanced networks have the advantage that 
they can process “pipelined” inputs and thus have higher utilization and throughput. 
A common way to make a network balanced is to introduce delays (or bufers) along 
certain arcs. It is easy to see that such balancing is always achievable in acyclic graphs. 
To minimize hardware costs, it is desirable to achieve this goal by using a minimum 
number of buffer units. The buffer assignment problem is thus how to convert 
a directed acyclic data how network into a balanced one, by adding a minimum 
number of buffer units. 
Because of its importance, the buffer assignment problem has been addressed in the 
past by several authors (see [S] for a list of references). Chang and Lee described an 
integer programming decomposition (nonpolynomial) procedure for this problem [S]. 
In [4] we have shown that this problem can in fact be solved in strongly polynomial 
time, provided that the graph has a root (a vertex such that either there exists 
a directed path from every vertex to it, or there exists a path from it to every other 
vertex). Using ideas from duality and network flow theory, an O(mn log n) algorithm 
was given in [4] for solving the problem on a rooted network with n vertices and 
m arcs. 
In this paper we extend the investigation on buffer assignment problems in several 
directions: 
l The restriction that the graph is rooted is removed, and it is shown that the buffer 
assignment problem is polynomial for any acyclic graph. A solution of the buffer 
assignment problem on such graphs in O(mnlogn) operations is given. 
l It is shown how to solve in O(mn log n + n2 log’ n) operations a weighted version 
of the problem, where buffers on different arcs may have different weights and 
minimization of the weighted sum is required. 
l An equivalence between the weighted buffer assignment problem and the feasible 
uncapacitated minimum cost flow (transshipment) problem on acyclic rooted graphs 
is proved. 
l It is shown how to solve the unweighted and the weighted problems with 
additional upper bounds on buffer sizes, without an increase in the solution complex- 
ity. 
l Polynomial and strongly polynomial solutions are given to the min-max version 
of the balancing problem, in which the minimization of the maximum buffer size is 
required. 
l The problem of balancing a network while minimizing the number of arcs with 
positive buffers is shown to be NP-hard. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses the weighted problem under 
the assumption that the network is rooted. The analysis is along the lines of [4], with 
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appropriate generalizations. The equivalence to transshipment on acyclic rooted 
graphs is also proved. Section 3 addresses the problem when the network has no root. 
To achieve synchronization in such networks, it is shown that a stronger definition of 
balance is necessary. Using the results of Section 2, it is shown how to solve the buffer 
assignment problem for nonrooted graphs using the algorithms for the unweighted 
case. Section 4 shows how to handle upper bounds on the size of buffers. Section 
5 gives two algorithms for the min-max balancing problem, as well as a theorem which 
shows a strong proximity between fractional and integer balanced solutions. Section 6 
shows that the problem of minimizing the number of buffered arcs is NP-hard. Section 
7 contains concluding remarks and open questions. 
2. Weighted buffer assignment problems 
Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph with n vertices and m arcs. Associated 
with each arc (i, j) are a nonnegative integer length wij and a nonnegative cost (or 
weight) qij. The length of a directed path in G is the sum of the lengths of the arcs 
along that path. Two distinct paths are called parallel paths if they have the same 
endpoints. A graph is balanced with respect to w if every two parallel paths have equal 
length. Given an unbalanced graph, the Weighted Buffer Assignment Problem is to 
increase the length of each arc (i,j) by a nonnegative integer number xij so that the 
graph is balanced with respect to the length function w + x, and the total cost added 
&, j jEE qijXij is minimum. Because of the origin of the problem is in VLSI design, the 
xii are also called buffers. 
A straightforward integer programming formulation of the problem is the 
following: 
min (, z E qijxij, 
I, E 
s.t. (i,;&’ ij w + xij) = 1 (Wij + xii) V parallel paths Pk, Pl, (2.1) E (i,j)~Pz 
Xij 2 0 integer. 
A root in G is a vertex t such that either there exists a directed path from every 
vertex to t, or there exists a path from t to every vertex. G is called rooted if it contains 
such a root. We shall first analyze the weighted buffer assignment problem under the 
assumption that the graph is rooted. (In Section 3 we shall show how to remove this 
assumption.) We assume without loss of generality that the root t is an output vertex, 
i.e., there is a path from every vertex to t. 
Since G has an output vertex t, G is balanced if and only if each two parallel paths 
ending at t have equal costs. Hence, instead of enumerating in the constraints of (2.1) 
all parallel paths, it suffices to consider only paths ending at t. (Note that even so the 
number of equations in (2.1) may grow exponentially with the number of vertices.) This 
is essentially the formulation proposed by Chang and Lee [S], who subsequently 
describe a decomposition method which solves several smaller integer programming 
problems instead of the original one. 
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A simple yet crucial first step in reformulating the problem in [4] was to introduce 
additional vertex variables: For a graph with arc lengths Gij, define a variable d, for 
each vertex v, and write the following set of distance equations: 
di = dj + Wij for every (i, j)EE. (2.2) 
Proposition 2.1 [4]. For a rooted directed acyclic graph G, the system of distance 
equations (2.2) is consistent if and only ifG is balanced with respect to W. 
The proposition is not true if we omit the requirement that the graph is rooted. This 
will be discussed further in Section 3. Note that the values of all the di are determined 
up to a common additive constant. If we set d, = 0 then all d, will be integers, and the 
value of d, obtained in a solution to the system (2.2) is just the distance along any path 
from v to t in the corresponding balanced graph. 
By the proposition, the following problem is equivalent to (2.1): 
min (, z E qijxij, 
I, E 
s.t. di = dj + wij + Xii> (i, j)E E, (2.1’) 
Xij > 0 integer. 
Next, eliminate the Xij variables from (2.1’) by substituting Xij = di - dj - Wij. The 
weighted objective function becomes 
C 
(i.j)EE 
qtjxtj = (, zsE qij(di - dj - wij) 
I, 
Define now Pu := Ccjl(v,j)eE) quj - Cti I(i,o)eE) qiu. The constant term C(i,j)EE qijwij 
does not affect the set of optimal solutions, so our problem is equivalent to 
min ig pidi, 
s.t. di -dj 2 wij, (i,j)EE, (2.3) 
di integer. 
The dual problem to (2.3) is 
max (. gEE wijYij, 
I, 
s.t. 
{ii(k.i)sh)yki -(j((z)sEJYjk = Pk’ 
c 
kEv’ 
(2.4) 
yij 3 0 integer. 
But (2.4) is a network flow problem: Interpreting p as excesses (supplies and 
demands) at the vertices, and Yij as the flow along arc (i, j), the constraints in (2.4) are 
flow conservation constraints (see, e.g., [22]). Here wij is the per unit shipping cost 
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along arc (i,j), and the problem is to find a maximum cost flow. (Note that 
CvGV pV = 0 is satisfied as required.) Since the constraint matrix for that problem is 
totally unimodular (see, e.g., [19]), the integrality condition can be relaxed without 
changing the solution value, thus we can immediately conclude that the weighted 
buffer assignment problem for rooted acyclic graphs is polynomial. 
To describe efficient solutions for the problem, we use network flow theory. The 
reader is referred to [l, 12,221 for terminology and algorithms on network flows. The 
approach developed in [4] for the unweighted case carries over to the weighted case, 
with appropriate changes in the procedures and in the complexity. For the sake of 
completion, and for the discussion in later sections, we repeat them briefly here. 
To use existing minimum cost flow algorithms, we recast the problem as a minimiz- 
ation problem with nonnegative variables: For every vertex v let rc, be the length of the 
longest path from v to the root t. Hence, Zi > Zj + Wij, SO Wij = Wij - 7ti + "j < 0 for 
all (i, j) E E. Replacing the arc costs Wij by the reduced costs Wij does not change the set 
of optimal flows (cf. [12,4]). To replace maximization by minimization, define 
cij:= - Wij for all (i, j)~ E. Hence, the sets of optimal flows for (2.4) and for the 
following minimization problem are identical: 
min (, g E cijYij, 
I, E 
s.t. 
(iJ(k,i)eE)Yki - {jl(g)cE)Yj’= Pk’ “” 
c (2.4’) 
Yij >, 0 integer. 
Problem (2.4’) is a transshipment (uncapacitated minimum cost flow) problem, with 
nonnegative costs, which can be solved directly by well-known algorithms. For 
example, the excess scaling algorithm of Edmonds and Karp [S] (see also [20]) 
requires O(n log U) flow augmentations on an uncapacitated problem with maximum 
absolute excess U. We shall mention other algorithms later. 
To obtain an optimal solution to (2.3) from an optimal solution y to (2.4’), in the 
residual graph R,, compute the shortest distance 6, from each vertex u to t, with 
respect to the costs cij. Since y is an optimal flow, R, contains no negative cost cycles, 
and all distances are well defined. By the properties of the shortest path distances, 
6j + Cij B 6i for all arcs (i,j) in R,. Setting d;:= xnv - 6,, we get 
~ - dj = ni -6i -nj + 6j B -Cij + 71i -71j 
= Wij + pi -nj = Wij, (i,j)ERy. (2.5) 
Using the fact that y is also optimal for (2.4), and complementary slackness (see, e.g., 
Cl]), the feasibility of y together with (2.5) imply that dis optimal for (2.3). The buffers 
are now readily given by xij = di - dj - wij. 
The following algorithm and theorem summarize the procedure for solving the 
weighted buffer assignment problem, and its complexity: 
algorithm Buffer Assignment; 
begin 
1. For each ie V, find Zi, the longest distance from i to t. 
2. For each (i, j) E E, set Cij := xi - “j - Wij. 
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3. Solve the minimum cost flow problem (2.4’) to obtain an optimal flow y for 
(2.4’) and (2.4). 
4. For each i E V, find 6i, the shortest distance from i to t in R,. 
5. For each (i, j) E E, set Xij := 71; - 6i - Xj + 6j - Wij. 
end 
Theorem 2.2. The above procedure solves the bufSer assignment problem for weighted 
rooted graphs in O(n log n(m + n log n)) arithmetic operations. 
Proof. Validity follows from the arguments above. As to the complexity, steps 2 and 
5 take O(m) time. Step 1 requires the solution of a longest path problem on an acyclic 
graph, which can be done in O(m) time (see, e.g., [22]). Step 4 can be done, for 
example, in O(m + nlogn) [lo]. The bottleneck computation is solving problem 
(2.4’). Orlin’s strongly polynomial algorithm [20] solves the problem in O(nlogn) 
augmentations. Each augmenting path can be found in O(m + n log n) operations by 
using Fredman and Tarjan’s shortest path algorithm [lo]. 0 
Note that in case the cost coefficients are small, other weakly polynomial algo- 
rithms may provide better complexity. 
If there are some arcs on which adding buffers is forbidden, the problem may be 
infeasible. To check this, assign sufficiently high weights to these arcs and use the 
algorithm above to solve the resulting problem. If in the solution buffers are intro- 
duced on any of the large weight arcs, then there is no solution which avoids putting 
buffers on forbidden arcs, and the original problem is infeasible. An alternative 
solution to this problem will be described in Section 4. 
In unweighted buffer assignment problems, 4ij = 1 for all arcs. Hence 
pU = out(v) - in(v). The corresponding uncapacitated minimum cost flow problem 
(2.4’) has a special supply and demand structure, which was utilized in [4] to obtain 
more efficient algorithms than are known for the general transshipment problem. The 
weighted problem discussed above generates a more general supply and demand 
structure. A natural question is whether the weighted problem is as general as the 
transshipment problem on rooted graphs. In other words, under what conditions does 
a minimum cost flow problem on a rooted graph have an equivalent weighted buffer 
assignment formulation? This question is answered by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Every feasible minimum cost frow problem on an acyclic rooted network 
has a weighted bufSer assignment formulation. 
Proof. The input to the minimum cost flow problem includes an excess value b, for 
each node v. By the discussion above, an equivalent weighted buffer assignment 
formulation exists only if there are values 4ij such that 
b,= C 4vj - VE V, qij 2 0 integer, (i, j)E E. 
(j IW.~)EW (ij(~sP)qiu7 
Since these constraints are flow conservation constraints, and are the same as the how 
constraints in the original problem, there exist weights for a corresponding weighted 
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buffer assignment formulation if and only if the flow problem is feasible. By total 
unimodularity, there will always be integral weights whenever the flow problem is 
feasible. 
To obtain the corresponding weighted buffer assignment problem as a minimiz- 
ation problem with nonnegative costs, we use again the “trick” of replacing costs by 
more convenient reduced costs: Let 71, be the longest distance from v to t, which is well 
defined since the graph is rooted. Replace each cost coefficient cij in the minimum cost 
flow problem by the reduced cost cij - ni + nj. Hence, the resulting problem is 
equivalent to the original one. Since its cost coefficients are all nonpositive, reverse the 
signs of all coefficients and replace minimization by maximization to get another 
equivalent problem which has exactly the form of (2.4), the dual of a buffer assignment 
problem. 0 
3. Nonrooted graphs 
Graphs which do not have a root may be balanced even though they cannot be 
realized as a synchronous system. The reason is that the definition of a balanced graph 
sets conditions only with respect to parallel paths. Consider the graph in Fig. 1. This 
graph is trivially balanced, since it contains no parallel paths, even though it does not 
correspond to a synchronous network: A signal leaving vertex a at time 0 will reach 
c and d at time 1. For the synchronous operation, all signals reaching a vertex should 
arrive simultaneously. Hence, the signal from b to c should leave b at time 0, but the 
same signal from b to d should leave b at time - 1. 
This example demonstrates that for a nonrooted network to be synchronous, 
a stronger condition is necessary. Namely, one should be able to assign times to the 
vertices which will reflect in a consistent way the time points at which any one signal 
passes through them. Formally, we define an acyclic graph G with arc lengths w to be 
time consistent (with respect to w) if there is an assignment of real numbers t to the 
vertices such that for every path P from v to U, t, - t, = Co, jjEP Wij. The buffer 
assignment problem for an acyclic (not necessarily rooted) graph is to assign a min- 
imum number of buffer units to the arcs so that the resulting graph is time consistent. 
Clearly, a rooted graph is balanced if and only if it is time consistent. For the 
nonrooted case we have the stronger version of Proposition 2.1. 
Proposition 3.1. An acyclic graph G is time consistent if and only if the system of 
equations (2.2) is consistent. 
b .d 
Fig. 1. A “balanced” graph which is not time consistent. The number above each arc is its length. 
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By Proposition 3.1, (2.1) is a valid formulation of the more general buffer assign- 
ment problem on acyclic graphs, and the analysis in Section 2 applies to it. In 
particular, the polynomiality result extends to nonrooted graphs. 
As it turns out, we can solve nonrooted problems by combining the algorithms of 
[4] for the rooted case with the tools developed in Section 2 for the weighted case: Add 
an artificial root (output) vertex t to G. For every vertex u with outdegree zero add an 
artificial arc (u, t) with length w,~ = 0. The resulting graph (? = (Vu {t}, I?) is now 
rooted, and if G is balanced then G is time consistent. We can thus solve the problem 
on G, but we want to preclude from the objective function the cost of the buffers on the 
artificial arcs. We can solve this problem as a weighted buffer assignment problem. 
Give every original arc (i, j) cost qij = 1, give every artificial arc (v, t) cost qvt = 0, and 
solve the resulting weighted problem. Steps 1 and 2 in the procedure of Section 
2 remain unchanged. In step 3, we need to solve the resulting minimum cost flow 
problem, where the supply at the root t, pr = 0 and for each vertex u # t, its supply or 
demand is 
where in(u) and out(u) are the indegree and outdegree of vertex u in the original graph 
G. In other words, in step 3 we can solve the minimum cost flow problem (2.4) for the 
unweighted original graph G, disregarding t and the artificial arcs. In particular, this 
means that this step can be done in the lower complexity of the unweighted case 
algorithms. Finally, in step 4, we introduce t and the artificial arcs again, and find 
a shortest path from each vertex to tin the residual graph for the final flow, where the 
flow on all artificial arcs is zero. The bottleneck for the modified procedure is still step 
3, so we can draw the following conclusion. 
Theorem 3.2. The buffer assignment problem for acyclic (not necessarily rooted) net- 
works is solvable in O(mnlogn) arithmetic operations. 
Clearly, the same reasoning applies to the weighted, unrooted case, with the 
resulting complexity matching that in Theorem 2.2. 
4. Upper bounds on buffers 
Suppose there are upper bounds on buffer sizes on individual arcs. Denote these 
constraints by Xij + Wij d Uij for each arc (i, j)EE, where wij < uij is assumed. For 
simplicity, we assume that the problem is rooted. By Proposition 2.1, the problem is 
equivalent to 
min (, g E qijxij: di = dj + wij + Xij, Xij > 0 integer, xij + wij < uij . (4.1) 
I, E 
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AS in Section 2, eliminate the Xij variables from (4.1) by substituting xij = 
di - dj - wij. The problem becomes 
min C pidi: wij < di - dj 6 uij, di integer . 
ieV 
(4.2) 
The dual problem to (4.2) is 
max 1 (WijYij - UijZij), 
(i, j)EE 
C (Y/si -ZC) - C (Yjk -Zjk) = Pk, kE v, (4.3) 
(iI(k,i)EE) (jl(j,k)EE) 
Zij, Yij 2 0 integer. 
Extend the original network by adding for each arc (i,j)~E whose length is 
wij a reverse arc (j, i) with length Wji = - Uij. Call the extended set of arcs E’. The new 
network has no upper bounds. Define Jj = yij,fji = Zij. Then (4.3) is equivalent to 
,i,,k;.c,,“i - c fjk = Pk, ke ‘2 (4.3’) 
(jl(j,k)EE’) 
fij 3 0 integer, (i, j)~ E’. 
In other words, (4.3’) is an uncapacitated maximum cost flow problem. Let us 
remark that the transformation above implies Wij + Wji Q 0 for all arcs (i,j)~ E’. 
Hence, we can restrict the search for an optimal solution to solutions in which no two 
antiparallel arcs carry positive flows. 
To formulate (4.3’) as a minimum cost flow problem, simply reverse the signs of the 
costs. The resulting problem can be solved by uncapacitated minimum cost flow 
algorithms. Note that the resulting problem contains a negative cost cycle if and only 
if the problem is unbounded, which implies that the original problem is infeasible. The 
solution to the primal problem can be obtained from the dual solution using the same 
method as in Section 2. In summary, our conclusion is as follows. 
Proposition 4.1. The weighted bufir assignment problem with upper bounds is solvable 
in O(n log n(m + n log n)) steps. The unweighted problem with upper bounds is solvable 
in O(mn log n) steps. 
Finally, suppose we only wish to determine if there exists an integer solution subject 
to the upper bounds. In that case, setting q = 0, we get that problem (4.1) is feasible if 
and only if the corresponding dual (4.3’) with p = 0 has a bounded solution. But this is 
true if and only if the extended network G( V, E’) with costs - w contains no negative 
cost cycle. Determining if such a cycle exists can be done, for example, using shortest 
path algorithms which can handle negative arc costs (cf. [2, Section 5.51) in O(mn) 
steps. 
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Corollary 4.2. Deciding the feasibility of a buffer assignment problem with upper bounds 
can be done in O(mn) steps. 
5. Minimization of the maximum buffer size 
Let us now consider the buffer assignment problem, in which, instead of the sum of 
the buffers, the maximum bufer size has to be minimized. In fact, we shall address 
a more general question. Let F c E be any subset of the arcs. The problem requires 
balancing G by nonnegative integer buffers, such that the maximum buffer size on the 
arcs in F must be as small as possible. By Proposition 2.1, a straightforward integer 
programming formulation of this problem is the following: 
min z, 
s.t. di = dj + wij + xij for (i,j)EE, 
(5.1) 
xij < z for (i, j)EF, 
Xij 3 0 integer. 
The problem can be solved using the results of Section 4, by applying binary search 
to the size of the upper bound on the buffer size, as follows. Define 
X(a)=(X~IW*I3d~IW”S.t.di-dj=Wij+Xij,Xij~~,(i,j)~F, 
Xij 2 0 integer). 
Clearly, X(R) # 0 if and only if there is a balancing buffer assignment in which the 
maximum buffer size does not exceed c(. We assume that X(0) = 0, since otherwise the 
initial network is balanced without adding any buffers. Let U be the length of the 
longest path in the network. Clearly, X(U) # 0, i.e. U is an upper bound on the 
min-max solution. Define k = [log, U 1. The procedure is as follows: 
algorithm Bin Search Minmax; 
begin 
Step 1. ~4-2~,14-0. 
Step 2. if u -1 = 1 then output u and stop. 
Step 3. Set CI +- (u + 1)/2; check whether X(M) is empty. 
Step 4. if X(N) = 0 then 1 t GI else u c CI endif. 
go to Step 2. 
end 
Proposition 5.1. The above algorithm solves the min-max buffer assignment problem in 
O(mn log U) steps. 
Proof. Since 2k and 0 are upper and lower bounds, respectively, on the solution value, 
validity follows by standard binary search arguments. The number of iterations is 
clearly k = [log, U 1, where each iteration requires determining the feasibility of 
a buffer assignment problem with upper bounds. Hence, the complexity follows from 
Proposition 4.2. 0 
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Since U d nmaX(i, jJEE Wij, the algorithm is polynomial but not strongly poly- 
nomial. We now describe a different, strongly polynomial algorithm for the problem. 
In the process, we shall prove a strong proximity result between fractional and integer 
solutions of the min-max balancing problem. 
Omitting integrality, (5.1) becomes a linear programming problem, which can be 
solved in polynomial time. However, the optimal solution of this linear program may 
be nonintegral. We now show how to get an optimal integral solution to (5.1) from the 
fractional one. In fact, we show that, whenever a fractional balanced solution exists, 
there is also an integer balanced solution in which every integer buffer differs by less 
than one unit from the corresponding fractional buffer. The proof uses an argument 
similar to the one used in [3]. 
Lemma 5.2. If x and d are vectors satisfying the equations 
di = dj + wij + xij, (i, j)EE, 
Xij 3 0, (i,.i)EE, 
(5.2) 
where wij are integers, then the integer vectors d i = rdi 1, i E V, and xf = di - di - Wij, 
(i, j) E E, satisfy the same equations. 
Proof. Rewrite (5.2) as di - dj > Wij, (i, j)EE. Since for every real r, S, rr] - rsl 
> Lr -s J, we get from the integrality of Wij, 
Together with Xlj = d: - di - wij 2 0, (i, j) E E, this gives a feasible integer solution to 
(5.2). 0 
Note that the proof also implies that the integer buffers satisfy Lxij J < XLj < rxij 1 
for all (i, j) E E. Note also that in the proof we have not used the fact that the graph is 
acyclic or the fact that w 2 0 and x 3 0, so the theorem holds under those more 
general conditions. 
Corollary 5.3. If x, d, z* are an optimal solution to the linear relaxation of (5.1) then 
d:= rdil,iEV,x:j=d:-dJ-wij,(i,j)EE,andz’=rz*l formanoptimalinteger 
solution to (5.1). 
Proof. Clearly d, = 0 can be assumed, since all di are determined up to an additive 
constant. By Lemma 5.2, x’ and d’ are a feasible solution to the subsystem (5.2) and 
therefore also xi < rxij 1 d rz* 1 for every (i, j ) E F. Since rz*l is a lower bound on 
the optimal solution value, the result follows. q 
The linear program relaxation of (5.1) can also be solved in strongly polynomial 
time, using recent algorithms for the minimum cost to time ratio problem. In that 
problem a directed graph D = (V, H) is given, and associated with each arc e are an 
arbitrary cost c, and a nonnegative integer transit time t,. The goal is to find a cycle 
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C minimizing the cost to time ratio n(C) = CeEC~,/~e,Cte. Let A be the vertex-arc 
incidence matrix of D. A linear programming formulation of the problem (see [6]) is 
min C Ct?&, 
ePH 
s.t. c tex, = 1 
eeH 
Ax = 0, 
(5.3) 
x > 0, 
whose dual is 
max 2, 
s.t. At(i,j)-Zi+71j< C(i,j), (i,j)EH. 
(5.4) 
Going back to the linear programming relaxation of (5.1) by substituting A = - z, 
the problem can be reformulated as 
s.t. -di + dj< -Wij for (i,j)EE, (5.1’) 
2 + di - dj < wij for (i, j ) E F. 
Define a graph G = (V, E u E?) by adding to the graph G of the min-max balancing 
problem additionaLarcs F^ = {(j, i) ( (i, j) E F 1, with costs Cij = - Wij for (i, j) E E and 
Cij = Wji for (i, j) E: F, and transit times t, = 0 for e E E and t, = 1 for e E F^. The dual of 
the minimum cost to time ratio for this problem is exactly the problem (5.1’). The 
optimal value A* and the quantities d, for v E V can be obtained from the algorithm of 
Young, Orlin and Tarjan [23] in O(mn + n2 log n) steps. Since G is an acyclic graph 
the faster algorithm of Hartmann and Orlin [ 131 can be used with a total complexity 
of O(mn) steps. (The algorithm of [13] can also be modified to take advantage of the 
fact that it suffices to compute rz*] and a vector d which satisfies the constraints of 
(5.1) for rz*] to allow for earlier termination.) Together with Corollary 5.3 we can 
therefore conclude as follows. 
Theorem 5.4. The min-max bufer assignment problem can be solved in O(mn) 
steps. 
For networks with smaller arc lengths, the binary search algorithm may be faster in 
practice. Similar transformations to that used to obtain (5.1’) from (5.1) are given by 
Orlin and Rothblum [21] in the context of matrix scaling. 
We complete this section with a comment on the problem of minimizing the 
weighted maximum buffer: determine minmax{qijxij}, subject to the balancing con- 
straints, where qij > 0. The problem can be formulated in a similar fashion to (5.1), 
where individual upper bounds q,< lz replace the uniform upper bound z in the set of 
inequalities for F. Hence, the binary search algorithm can be used (with the upper 
bound U = n max(i, jjEE wij ma+i, jjEE qii) and the problem is polynomial. For 
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a strongly polynomial algorithm, the algorithm of Megiddo [17] solves the fractional 
version of (5.1) - with z replaced by qiji z - in O(mn2 log n). However, the rounded 
solution provided by Lemma 5.2 is not necessarily optimal. Obtaining a strongly 
polynomial algorithm for the weighted min-max problem is thus an open problem. 
6. Minimizing the number of buffered arcs 
In this section we discuss the balancing problem in which the number of arcs with 
positive buffers is to be minimized. We shall show that the decision version of this 
problem is NP-complete. The decision problem can be stated as follows. 
MINIMUM ARC-COST BALANCING. 
Instance: An acyclic digraph G = (V, E), weights Wij > 0 for (i, j ) E E, and a positive 
integer B < [El. 
Question: Is there a time-consistent weighting W 3 w of G with at most B positive 
buffers (arcs e with W, > w,)? 
We have said that a weighting w 2 0 of an acyclic digraph G = (V, E) is time 
consistent if there is an assignment of real numbers t to the vertices such that for every 
directed path P from v to u, t, - t, = &, jjEP w... After defining some new notation, ,, 
we give an alternative characterization. 
ForasubsetUc V,letd+(U)={( u, v : u E U, v # U} denote the set of arcs leaving ) 
the set U, and analogously, let 6-(U) = ((u, v): u# U, VE U} denote the set of 
arcs entering U. The set 6+(U) is called a directed cutset if 6-(U) = 8. A non- 
negative vector x = (x, ( eEE) is a circulation for a digraph G = (V, E) if 
c esd+(UjXe = Ce&(U) e x for all subsets U c V, or equivalently, if x can be expressed 
as a nonnegative linear combination of incidence vectors of directed cycles (see, e.g., 
[2, Theorem 3.51). 
If G = (V, E) is a planar digraph, then a planar dual G* = (V*, E *) of G is a planar 
digraph formed by associating vertices of G* with faces of a planar embedding of G. 
For each arc e E E, there is a dual arc e* E E* which intuitively is obtained by rotating 
e counterclockwise until it is incident to the two vertices of G* corresponding to the 
faces of G which were previously separated by e. We will make use of the fact that 
directed cutsets and directed cycles are exchanged under this geometric planar duality 
(see, e.g. [16, Theorem 2.8.11). 
Lemma. A weighting w 3 0 of an acyclic digruph G = (V, E) is time consistent if and 
only if it can be expressed us a nonnegative linear combination of incidence vectors of 
directed cutsets. 
Proof. First suppose that w 3 0 is a time-consistent weighting for G and that 
tl 3 t2 3 ... L t, are the certifying vertex numbers. Let d, = tk - tk+l for 
k = l,... ,n-1 and U,=(1,2 ,..., k) for kES = {k: dk > O}. If (i, j)ES-(Uk), then 
tj > ti = Wij + tjq contradicting the fact that wij > 0. Thus 6+(U,) is a directed cutset 
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for every k E S. Since an arc (i, j ) belongs to 6+ (V,) if and only if i < k < j and 
j- 1 
wij=ti-ttj= C dk= C dk, 
k=i keS,i<kij 
the vector w is the linear combination of the incidence vectors of 6+(U,) for k E S with 
corresponding multipliers dk > 0. 
Conversely, suppose that w >, 0 is a nonnegative linear combination of incidence 
vectors of directed cutsets 6+(V,) for k E T, and let & > 0 be the corresponding 
multipliers. For j E I’, let Tj = (k E T: j E I/k}. Since 6+ (&) is a directed cutset, 
6-(vk) = 0 for ke T, which implies that rj Z K for every (i, j)E E. Let tj = CkcTjpk. 
Then, since 
Wij = 
ksT,(i.se6+(Vk)pk= kcT,i~.j$V~pk 
= k,,c,, 
pk= c pk- c pkztimtj, 
1 1 ksT, ksT, 
w is a time-consistent weighting for G. 0 
Note that we have not used the fact that G is acyclic in the proof, so the 
characterization holds for arbitrary digraphs. However, when w > 0 this is the only 
interesting case. 
Corollary. Let G = (V, E) be a planar digraph and let G* be a planar dual of G. For 
a weighting w > 0 of G define edge weights w* on G* by w:* = w, for the dual arc e* of 
each e E E. Then w is time consistent for G if and only if w* is a circulation for G*. 
We will use this to show that minimizing the number of positive buffers is NP-hard. 
Theorem. MINIMUM ARC-COST BALANCING is NP-complete, even when re- 
stricted to planar digraphs. 
Proof. Given certifying vertex numbers t for W, we can easily verify that t, - t, = W,, 
for all (v, u) E E, so MINIMUM ARC-COST BALANCING is in NP. To show that it 
is NP-hard, we give a reduction from STEINER TREE IN GRAPHS, which is known 
to be NP-hard for planar graphs [ 111. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a subset 
R c V and a positive integer K < ) V/I - 1, is there a subtree of G that includes all the 
vertices of R and contains no more than K edges? Since this problem concerns 
undirected graphs, we first transform it to the equivalent problem of finding a min- 
imum cardinality feasible circulation in a related digraph. 
Given an instance of STEINER TREE IN GRAPHS for which G = (V, E) is 
planar, construct a planar digraph D = (V, A) by replacing each edge {u, u} EE by 
a pair of arcs (u, v) and (u, u) in A. Note that this ensures that there are no subsets 
W c V with 6-(W) = 0 in D. Let s be any vertex in R, and find a feasible solution x to 
the transshipment problem in D with demands b,, = - 1 for VE R\(s), b, = 1 RI - 1 
and b, = 0 for v $ R. If 2 is a circulation for D satisfying X > x, then X - x is a feasible 
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solution to the transshipment problem in D with demands b, = + 1 for u E R\ {s>, 
b, = -(I R 1 - 1) and b, = 0 for v$ R and so identifies a directed tree rooted at 
s containing each u E R. Intuitively, finding a Steiner tree reduces to finding a circula- 
tion X in D satisfying X 2 x for which the number of arcs a E A with X, > x, is as small 
as possible. 
Now let D* = (V*, A*) be a planar dual of D. Since directed cycles and directed 
cutsets are exchanged under planar duality, D* will be acyclic. Define w,* = x, for the 
dual arc a* which corresponds to each arc a EA. Let W B w be a time-consistent 
weighting for D* with B positive buffers. By the corollary, X > x, defined by zZ, = Gi,* 
for the arc a corresponding to each dual arc a* E A*, is a circulation in D. Clearly the 
set of arcs a with X, > x, contains a subtree of G that includes all the vertices of R and 
has no more than B edges. 
Conversely, let T be a subtree of G which includes all the vertices of R and contains 
B edges. By assigning directions to the edges of T, we can find a directed tree in 
D rooted at s with B arcs and a corresponding feasible solution y 2 0 to the 
transshipment problem in D with demands b, = 1 for u E R\ {s}, b, = - ((R ( - l), and 
b, = 0 for v # R. It follows that X = x + y is a circulation and thus by the corollary the 
corresponding weighting W 2 w for D* is time consistent and has B positive buffers. 
Since a planar dual of a directed planar graph can be found in polynomial time, the 
above reduction from STEINER TREE IN GRAPHS is a polynomial time reduction, 
proving thus the theorem. 0 
7. Concluding remarks 
We have given efficient solution procedures for several balancing problems. Three 
of them were generalizations of the min-sum buffer assignment problem: weighted 
problems, unrooted problems and capacitated problems. The fourth one was the 
min-max buffer assignment problem. We have shown an equivalence between the 
weighted min-sum problem and the transshipment problem on acyclic graphs. We 
have also presented a tight proximity result for the distance between a fractional and 
an integer solution for balancing problems. On the other hand, we have shown that 
the problem of balancing a network while minimizing the number of arcs containing 
positive buffers is NP-hard. 
Interestingly, similar balancing problems arise in the area of project management, 
better known as PERT/CPM: The Critical Path Method (CPM) has been used since 
the early sixties as a tool for planning and scheduling projects (see, e.g., [14, 181). In 
CPM, a graph models the project where vertices correspond to events and arcs 
correspond to activities. The graph is acyclic with both an origin and an output vertex. 
An activity cannot start before all the preceding events have been completed. There 
are lower and upper bounds on the possible duration of each activity, and a non- 
decreasing linear utility function is assigned to the duration of each activity. The goal 
is to find durations for the activities and consistent times for the events so that the 
total utility is maximized. 
Once an assignment of durations to activities has been determined, there is still 
flexibility in terms of timing the events. More precisely, the starting (or ending) time of 
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any activity which is not on one of the longest paths from the origin to the output 
vertex is not uniquely determined. The extra time available from the time point an 
activity is complete to the succeeding event is called the Joat on that activity. Hence, 
the “floats” in PERT are exactly the “buffers” in the language we use here, and 
minimizing the sum of buffer lengths corresponds to minimizing the total amount of 
idle times in a project. The weighted buffer assignment and the min-max problem also 
have obvious interpretations in the context of project management. Minimizing the 
sum of the buffers corresponds to making the schedule of the project as tight as 
possible, to save idle time costs. In other situations it may be desirable to maximize the 
total idle time (without increasing the total project length), in order to account for 
unforeseeable delays and to increase flexibility during the operation. This problem can 
also be dealt with by the techniques described in Section 2. In fact, its dual is 
immediately a minimization problem, so the transformation of costs in steps 1 and 2 of 
the algorithm of Section 2 is unnecessary. 
One question about balancing which is still open is whether one can solve the 
weighted version of the min-max problem in strongly polynomial time. Another 
possible research direction is generalizing the study of balancing problems to other 
algebraic structures, e.g., by replacing the sum and max operations by more abstract 
and more general algebraic operations (cf. [24]). 
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